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Congratulations on taking your first step towards a happier, 
healthier, and more loving relationship. We are excited to 
share this experience and transformation with you. It takes 
courage and determination to look at oneself and your 
relationship in a new way. We are committed to helping you 
create the relationship you desire and would like to be 
sincere about what you can expect from our Relationship 
Renovation at Home course.

Tarah & EJ Kerwin have created this structured approach to 
help couples understand the building blocks to a 
long-lasting intimate connection. We want to support 
couples in building healthy relationship habits and 
cultivating the vulnerable moments needed to create 
ongoing confidence in their ability to meet each other's 
needs. We developed the program to be challenging, 
engaging, and realistic. There will be weekly exercises 
designed to build momentum and create healthier 
communication and intimacy skills.

There are twenty-two lessons in this course. Some of the 
exercises will be completed individually (you will want to 
print two copies), and then you come back as a couple to 
discuss. Other assignments are completed as a couple. Make 
sure to look next to each exercise for instructions on 
completing that exercise. Each activity is marked * Complete 
as a Couple * or * Complete Individually, then Discuss * 
with the approximate time it should take to complete each 
activity.

Getting Started
WELCOME!



Exercise 9.2

Relational Cognitive Restructuring 
Technique
Complete Individually then Discuss | 1 - 1 ½ Hours
(You may need to use a separate piece of paper for this lesson. Please reference the list of Negative 
Core Beliefs (Page 53) to use as a resource).

52

Write down a recent incident/experience in which you felt triggered by 
your partner Example – Partner rolled their eyes; Partner criticized me; Partner on 
the cellphone; etc.

Write down thoughts Example - They disrespect me; here we go again; they 
don't care; I don't deserve this; I could do better; I hate our relationship, etc.

Write down feelings Example -  I feel angry, sad, frustrated, lonely, betrayed, etc.

Write down behavior that happens as a result of being triggered Example - 
I yell; I leave; I roll my eyes; I attack them verbally; I drink, etc.

Investigate Core Beliefs that could be activated (See Negative Core Beliefs 
Sheets following this Exercise) Example - I am inadequate; I always get it 
wrong; I am unlovable, etc.
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Exercise 13.1 

Personal Boundaries
Complete Individually, then Discuss | 1 Hour

How empowered do I feel in my current intimate relationship?

How would I describe my sense of self?  Am I a confidant individual and able 
to recognize my personal and relationship needs?  

What are my individual needs?  My relationship needs?
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In this intimacy lesson, you will explore what you learned about sex as a young person. 
What were your first words of advice? Who spoke to you about sex? Did your family 
talk about sex?

Before talking about sex, it is essential to talk about talking about sex. By 
understanding each of your comfort levels and clarifying the challenges in 
communicating about this intimate subject, you can navigate obstacles in a more 
skillful way.
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Let’s Talk About Sex 
Part 1

Lesson 15 

In this Lesson
Exercise 15.1
The Early Foundation  I Complete Individually, then Discuss (1 Hour)



Exercise 18.1 

Making Time for Our Intimacy
Complete as a Couple | 45 Minutes
We ask you to create a weekly date at home to cultivate your intimate connection in this exercise. 

What do we think about the idea of scheduled intimacy and quality time 
together?

Could scheduling intimacy be helpful in our relationship?  How and why 
could it be worthwhile? 

Discuss any hopes and fears around scheduling intimate time.

What type of activities could be fun for scheduled intimacy?

How much weekly time do you think is essential to cultivate our intimate 
relationship?

When is a realistic time and day weekly that we could set aside and make 
quality time happen?

How can we hold each other accountable weekly to make this happen?
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